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Abstract
The feature [ATR] (Advanced Tongue Root) is used in vowel harmony processes in many African 
languages, e.g. Ikposo (Starwalt 2008), Yoruba (Przezdziecki 2005), Maa (Guion, Post and Payne 
2004), Foodo (Plunkett 1991), and many others.  Acoustic correlates of this feature that have been 
investigated in some of these languages include F1, F2, vowel duration and spectral slope (or 
phonation-type).  Anii is a little-studied West African language of uncertain genetic affiliation.  This 
paper investigates acoustic correlates of the feature [ATR] in Anii, finding that F1 and spectral slope 
are the most consistent properties that differentiate [+ATR] and [-ATR] vowels in Anii, but that F2 and 
duration also have some effect.

1.0 Introduction to Anii
Anii is a small language spoken by 40-50,000 people on the border between the West 

African countries of Togo and Benin.  It is one of fourteen small languages that were originally called 
Togo Restsprachen or Togo Remnant Languages.  The most widely accepted modern name for these 
languages is the geographically-based term Ghana-Togo Mountain (GTM) languages, as they are 

mostly spoken in southeastern Ghana and some in 
southwestern Togo (Anii is the only GTM language spoken 
in Benin and eastern Togo, and it is also much farther north 
than the others).  Early scholars (e.g. Johnson 1919 and 
Westermann 1932) classified the GTM languages as a group, 
and assumed they were vaguely related to Bantu primarily 
because they have functioning noun-class systems, which 
was considered to be a Bantu feature and was not thought to 
be common in other West African languages.  Heine (1968a) 
confirmed the claim that the GTM languages were a group 
and also claimed that Anii was most closely related to Adele, 
which is spoken on the border of Togo and Ghana and is also 
geographically the closest GTM  language to Anii.  Heine's 
classification was based on wordlist collections.  A map of 
the area with the locations of the GTM languages (and 
Heine's classifications thereof) is shown in Figure 1.

Greenberg (1970) posited that the GTM languages were 
members of the Kwa branch of the Niger-Congo language 
family, and though Greenberg’s Kwa group has been 
modified in several ways by later scholars, most people still 
classify the GTM languages as members of what is now 
known as New Kwa, which is a sub-family of the Volta-
Congo branch of Niger-Congo.  However, Georg Elwert, an 
anthropologist who worked extensively with Anii in 
particular, thought that some features of the grammar 
showed a relationship with Gur languages (Elwert 1974). 
Though he did not provide evidence to back up his argument, 
some scholars in Benin today still use his suggestion as a 
basis for claiming that Anii is a Gur language.

More recently, Blench (2006a, b) has concluded that the 

Figure 1: Geographical locations of the GTM 
languages (from Heine 1968a).  Anii is number 2,  
Adele number 1.
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GTM languages are probably part of the Kwa family, but that they may not be a unified genetic group. 
His hypothesis is that the GTM group consists of small subfamilies of one or two languages 
individually branching from Kwa.  Within this classification scheme, he also confirms the Anii-Adele 
connection suggested by Heine.

The relation of Anii to the other GTM languages could be supported by what little is 
known of the history of the Anii people.  Local histories in many villages suggest that Anii speakers 
migrated from Ghana at some point within the last 200-300 years.  That is, there is general knowledge 
in the minds of the elders of these villages that the Anii originally came from somewhere near 
Ashanti-land in Ghana.  This migration probably happened in the last several centuries because at least 
some Anii seem to have already been in what is now Anii-land when early French colonists arrived in 
the area, which was probably around the mid 19th century, as the first French Protectorate in Benin was 
set up in 1863 (according to the official website of the Republic of Benin).  This history might support 
the relationship between Anii and Adele since the Anii people could have come from somewhere near 
the Adele speaking area in Ghana, but exact information on migration history of this area is hard to 
come by, so this support is tentative at best.

Published information about the Anii language that is not about classificatory issues is 
very limited.   The most extensive discussion of Anii from a linguistic point of view can be found in 
Heine 1968b, which is a short article that explores aspects of the noun-class system as well as some 
derivational morphology and noun-compounding strategies.  The article also includes a very brief 
sketch of the tonal system (with very little data) as well as an intriguing set of alternations which may 
indicate some kind of rounding harmony between certain noun roots and suffixes.  In general, Heine's 
article was meant to be a very preliminary sketch of Anii grammar, and as such there is very little data 
given, so few conclusions can be drawn about the language from that sketch.  Though his research 
focus was on anthropology, Georg Elwert (Elwert 1974, 1977) produced some manuscripts and a 
dictionary in which some aspects of Anii grammar (particularly the noun-class system) are briefly 
discussed.  Also,  Ines Fiedler has recently completed a preliminary study (Fiedler forthcoming) on 
focus and information structure in Anii. 

Crucially, there has of yet been no systematic investigation of the phonetics or phonology 
of the Anii language in any of the published papers.  This means that there is no discussion of the 
feature [ATR] (Advanced Tongue Root, to be discussed further below) in the papers though the 
existence of a set of [+ATR] vowels and a set of [-ATR] vowels in Anii are assumed by all authors. 
From my own preliminary observations, it is clear that there are active [ATR]-based harmony 
processes involving the vowel in noun-class markers and verb agreement makers, among other things, 
but further phonological analysis is still forthcoming.  Also, though some Anii words (almost all 
compounds of some sort) do not exhibit [ATR] harmony throughout the word, most words in Anii 
have only [+ATR] or only [-ATR] vowels.  The phonological aspects of ATR in Anii will be studied 
in future research.

2.0 The Feature [ATR]
As was mentioned earlier, [ATR] stands for Advanced Tongue Root.  This means that in 

languages like Anii where there is a contrast based on this feature, the [+ATR] class of vowels are 
pronounced with the root of the tongue brought forward, and the [-ATR] vowels are pronounced 
without this gesture.  In many languages (e.g. Ikposo (Starwalt 2008), Yoruba (Przezdziecki 2005), 
Maa (Guion, Post and Payne 2004), Foodo (Plunkett 1991), and many others) where this feature is 
used to distinguish vowel categories, there are important phonological processes, particularly vowel 
harmony effects, linked to the presence or absence of this feature.  It is not fully clear whether this is 
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also the case in Anii, but there are many indications, as mentioned above, that Anii does have such 
processes.

The articulatory and acoustic correlates of [ATR] have been investigated in many 
languages.  Early studies such as Stewart (1967) and Lindau (1978) used radiography to trace the 
actual articulatory mechanisms used to produce the vowels, which led to the understanding that 
advancing the tongue root is effectively the articulatory method that corresponds to [ATR] contrasts in 
vowels.  Lindau  (1978) also found, however, that at least in Igbo for the speaker she X-rayed, neutral 
position of the tongue root contrasted with the retraction of the tongue root  (the presence of the 
feature [RTR], or retracted tongue root).  In either case, the result of [ATR] or [RTR] articulation is 
that one class of vowels is pronounced with a larger pharynx cavity than the other class, and it is 
unclear how a possible difference between [ATR] and [RTR] could even be quantified.  Therefore, this 
paper will only discuss [ATR], as it is not clear that [RTR] is even a separate feature.  In addition, 
since x-ray data is expensive, possibly dangerous to subjects, and extremely difficult to carry out in the 
field, this study does not examine articulatory data.

Acoustic correlates of [ATR] are much easier to look into than articulatory correlates, and 
in a way are more informative in explaining phonological contrasts, since the acoustic patterns are 
what listeners are using to tell the vowels apart.  Also, expanding the pharynx, whether by advancing 
or (if there is a difference here) by not retracting the tongue root, leads to very similar cues that 
listeners can use to discriminate the vowels.  In addition, acoustic contrasts are easily recorded in field 
conditions.  For these reasons, acoustic correlates of these contrasts have been examined in many 
different languages, and four possible correlates have come out of these studies.

The first and most consistent of these correlates is F1.  [+ATR] vowels have been found to 
have lower F1 values than their [-ATR] counterparts.  This has been found in multi-language surveys 
of Niger-Congo (Lindau 1978, Starwalt 2008) and Nilotic (Jacobson 1980) languages, and it has also 
been found in studies of individual languages such as Fulop, Kari and Ladefoged (1998) for Degema, 
and Guion, Post and Payne (2004) for Maa.  It is unsurprising from an acoustic perspective that F1 
would be the most consistent correlate of [ATR] because the expanding of the pharynx (essentially 
expanding the cross-section of the back cavity, i.e. the part of the vocal tract that is behind the 
constriction made by the tongue to produce vowel sounds), which is the major articulatory correlate of 
the feature, would naturally would lower F1 since the first resonant frequencies of the front (mouth) 
and back (behind the mouth) cavities are predicted to be close together, creating coupling effects 
between the two tubes (Stevens 1989).  A wider cross-section for the back cavity of the vocal tract 
would then naturally create a lower F1 (Cohen 1995).

Another acoustic correlate of [ATR] that has been found in some languages is F2.  This is 
much less consistent than F1, however, and exactly what effect [ATR] has on F2 is not consistent.  For 
example, Jacobson (1980) found that for some languages, [-ATR] vowels were more peripheral than 
their [+ATR] counterparts (that is, for front vowels the [-ATR] variants were more front, while for 
back vowels the [-ATR] variants were further back).  Fulop, Kari and Ladefoged (1998), however, 
found the exact opposite effect where [+ATR] vowels were more peripheral in Degema, and the same 
thing was found for Kalenjin by Lodge 1994.  Most other studies, including Starwalt (2008) and 
Guion, Post and Payne (2004), have found no clear links between [ATR] and F2.  F2 is also a much 
less obvious acoustic correlate of the advancing tongue root (expanding the pharynx) gesture than F1 
is.  That is, since the higher resonances of the front and back acoustic cavities are not close together, 
there are less likely to be coupling effects on those resonant frequencies, so the change in the cross-
section of the back cavity created by simply advancing the tongue root is not predicted to affect F2 (cf. 
Stevens 1989, Cohen 1995).  Thus, while F1 effects of [ATR] are likely acoustically unavoidable, the 
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F2 affects are assumed to be secondary features which may increase vowel category distinctiveness, 
but are not natural products of the gesture of advancing the tongue root, allowing for more cross-
linguistic (or cross-dialectal) variation in F2 than is possible for F1 effects of [ATR].

Not as consistently linked to [ATR] as F1, but much more consistently linked than F2 is 
the location of energy concentrations in the spectra of [+ATR] versus [-ATR] vowels.  The general 
picture is that [+ATR] vowels often show greater energy concentrations in the lower part of the 
frequency spectrum (specifically, a prominent fundamental frequency) while [-ATR] vowels show 
more evenly spread energy concentrations, meaning there is also relatively more energy in the higher 
frequency parts of the spectrum.  This difference is similar to what is found in the contrast between 
breathy and modal voice, where breathy voice shows lower-frequency energy concentrations and 
modal voice shows high-frequency concentrations, but it is unclear whether what is going on with 
[ATR] contrasts is simply an orthogonal phonation-type contrast, or if there are other factors at work 
such as the rigidity of the pharynx wall (Fulop, Kari and Ladefoged 1998).  One way to think about 
this acoustic property without having to talk about phonation-type is to think of it as spectral slope, as 
many authors do (e.g. Guion, Post and Payne 2004, Starwalt 2008) because what is being measured 
could be thought of as the angle at which the spectral energy is diminishing as frequencies go up.  

The major issue with this acoustic property, however, is that it is complicated to define so 
there have been many different attempts at examining this effect in an easily measurable way.  In other 
words, different studies have used different measures of spectral slope.  For example, Fulop, Kari and 
Ladefoged (1998) used A1-A2, which is a measure of the energy of harmonics closest to F1 and F2 
(A1 being the harmonic closest to F1 and A2 being the harmonic closest to F2), used instead of just 
measuring harmonics because formant frequencies are known to affect the value of certain harmonics. 
Hess (1992) used bandwidth to measure this effect (since energy concentrations are more spread out in 
[-ATR] vowels, this could be reflected in wider bandwidths than for [+ATR] vowels), but it was 
unclear whether those methods were actually measuring the energy concentrations in question because 
lower F1 values naturally have lower bandwidths than higher F1 values, so the bandwidth effect of 
[ATR] could be related to formant values instead of spectral slope.  Colleen A. Starwalt in her 
dissertation (Starwalt 2008) tried many measures of this property, including A1-A2, bandwidth and 
center of gravity, but the results were confusing and inconclusive.  Because of all the complications 
that have been reported in the literature regarding measurements of this type, for this paper we chose 
to use the simplest measurements of energy concentrations, H1-H2 (cf. Przedziecki 2005), that is, the 
frequency of the first harmonic minus the frequency of the second harmonic.

A final possible acoustic correlate of [ATR] is vowel duration, which has been reported by 
at least one study to be a distinguishing factor between [+ATR] and [-ATR] vowels.  Guion, Post and 
Payne (2004) found that in Maa the [+ATR] back vowels were slightly longer than the [-ATR] back 
vowels.  A similar effect may have been found in Lodge (1994) for Kalenjin, a Nilotic language, 
where [+ATR] vowels were found to be slightly longer than [-ATR] vowels (and neighboring 
consonants longer).  Other studies have not investigated duration as a possible [ATR] correlate. 
Nevertheless, it was decided to include duration measures in this study because it was easily 
measurable, and since duration has been shown to have an effect in some languages, it was possible 
that this characteristic could be related to [ATR] in Anii, as well.  
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2.1 [ATR] in Anii
From what is known at this point, the phoneme inventory of Anii is as follows:

labial labio-
dental

alveolar alveo-
palatal

palat
al

velar labio-
velar

glottal

vcl vcd vcd vcl vcd vcl vcd vcd vcl vcd vcl vcd
obstruen
t

stops p b t d k g kp gb
fricatives f1 s2 ʃ h
affricates ts3 ʧ ʤ

sonorant nasals m n ɲ ŋ ŋm
laterals l
liquids r
glides j w

Table 1: Anii Consonant Inventory

front central back
[+ATR] [-ATR] [+ATR] [-ATR]

high i   ɩ4 u  ʊ
mid e  ɛ (ə)5 o  ɔ
low a  

Table 2: Anii Vowel inventory

There are, then, at least ten and maybe eleven vowels in Anii.  Eight of these vowels can be divided up 
with respect to the feature [ATR] into two major groups, [+ATR] and [-ATR]  The vowels [a] and [ə] 
most likely do participate in the [ATR] system, at least in some dialects, but there are complications 
which will be discussed further below. The vowels that do (based on preliminary phonological 
evidence) participate in a relatively straightforward way in the [ATR] harmony system in all dialects 
are the high vowels and the mid vowels.  

In general, Anii vowels can be divided up as follows:

    [+ATR]      [-ATR]
i u ɩ ʊ
e o ɛ ɔ
        (ə)          (a)

The [ə] and the [a] are included in parentheses because it is unclear whether they actually form an 

1 [v] is also present as a marginal phoneme in loan words, mostly from French.
2 [z] is also present as a marginal phoneme in loan words, especially names borrowed from Arabic.
3 Probably an allophone of [ʧ] found before [ə] though phonological analysis suggests that [ʧ]  may be a 'new' phoneme 

in the Bassila dialect (it is not present in all dialects).
4 The transcriptions of the [-ATR] vowels are based on Anii orthography and standard practice for writing such vowels in 

African languages because the IPA diacritics can be difficult to read.
5  It is not yet fully clear whether this is a phoneme in its own right, or simply a  reduction of other vowels, and at least in 

the Bassila dialect, my own preliminary phonological analysis has revealed that what has been treated as one [ə] vowel 
in previous analyses is likely actually two different mid-central vowels, one the [+ATR] variant of [a] and the other 
possibly outside the [ATR] harmony system, but found in words with [-ATR] vowels, possibly a reduction of one or 
more [-ATR] vowels.  Since rigorous phonological analysis has not been carried out in other dialects to determine the 
number and [ATR] status of the mid-central vowel(s), the possible [a]/[ə] harmony pair is excluded from the present 
analysis pending further phonological research on other dialects.
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[ATR] pair in all dialects, and in particular whether there is one mid-central (schwa) vowel or two. 
There are several Kwa languages, including Adele (Starwalt 2008) which have such a ten-vowel 
systems, so it is unsurprising from a genetic point of view that Anii would have five harmonizing 
vowel pairs.  However, according to my initial phonological analysis of the Bassila dialect, there are 
two mid-central vowels instead of a single schwa, one of which appears to be a reduction of one or 
more [-ATR]  vowels, particularly of the vowel [ɩ], and the other of which is the [+ATR] counterpart 
to [a].  In fact, native speakers when learning to read and write most often are confused as to the 
difference between some sounds currently written as ə and the [ɩ] sound, which may indicate that the 
phonological categories for these vowels are not clearly distinct.  Since [ATR] harmony involving [a] 
has not been previously noted in analyses, and my own discovery of such harmony is limited to 
preliminary notes on the Bassila dialect alone, schwa-like vowels could not be properly coded for all 
dialects.  For this reason, mid-central vowels and their possible [-ATR] counterpart, [a], are excluded 
from the current analysis.

This study, then, will explore the acoustic properties that distinguish high and mid [+ATR] 
vowels from high and mid [-ATR] vowels in Anii in order to determine what the acoustic effects of the 
feature [ATR] are for that language.  Since the fifth vowel pair of [a] and some schwa-like vowel does 
exist phonologically (at least in the Bassila dialect), the conclusions drawn in this paper are necessarily 
incomplete with only four vowel pairs analyzed.  A more 
complete study, however, is not possible until further 
phonological analyses have been conducted.

3.0 Methods:

3.1 Talkers and Data:
The data used  for this project consist of recordings 

of a 51-word wordlist from fifteen Anii villages that were 
collected in each village in January and February of 2007.  The 
locations of these villages within Anii-land is shown in Figure 
2 (courtesy of Martin Zaske), with the villages not visited 
crossed off.  The villages of Iyo and Yari were not recorded 
because they are both very small.  Afem was not recorded 
because of visa problems and Agaradébou was not recorded 
because of its small size and remote location.  Barikini is noted 
as a village on the map in Figure 2, but is really part of Bassila 
and the SIL project has not been able to find significant 
differences between Barikini and the rest of Bassila, so Barikini 
was not included in the recording project.  In the other villages, 
the complete wordlist was recorded by two speakers, one male 
and one female, in each village except Mellan where there was 
only time to record one speaker (a male).  The total number of informants from the fifteen villages, 
then, was twenty-nine (fourteen women and fifteen men), one from Mellan and two from each of the 
other two villages.  Unfortunately, it was impossible to control for age in the limited time we had in 
each village (ages of speakers ranged from 21 to about 70), but each person recorded had been born in 
the village where they were recorded, and had also grown up there.  It is likely that all of the speakers 
spoke some language other than Anii.  The recording sessions were conducted in French (the lingua 
franca of the region), and because of the high levels of multilingualism in the area, it is likely that the 

Figure 2: Anii land showing the locations of  
the villages where data was collected.  Map 
courtesy of Martin Zaske.
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talkers could communicate in the other local languages as well, such as Tem or Kotokoli, local trade 
languages.  In my experience, however, most Anii children do not learn other languages until they 
reach school age, and there is relatively little intermarriage with other language groups.  Education 
level was also not known for the talkers, but women older than 30 years old and most people in the 
remote villages likely had never been to school.  Because of time constraints in the collection of this 
data, information was not collected on any of these (or any other) social variables, though further 
research should attempt to take them into account.

3.2 Recording Procedure:
In order to elicit the words needed, the author generally gave the speakers the word in 

French, and asked for an Anii translation.  In a few of the villages, however, the speakers were very 
old or simply uneducated, and did not speak French.  In these cases someone else from the village 
served as translator.  There were a few occasions where a prompt was given with the word in the 
Bassila dialect of Anii when neither the speakers nor the translators knew the French word, but these 
cases were rare.

The recordings consist of two pronunciations of each word in isolation from each speaker 
(three from the female Bassila speaker).  They were recorded directly onto a computer using a lapel 
microphone, in SpeechAnalyzer 2.7 (© SIL, International 2005).  The sampling rate was 44,100 Hz, 
16-bit mono.  It should be noted that the recording conditions were certainly not ideal, as they were 
often made outside or in a crowded room, so there was very little control over background noise or 
speakers’ uncertainty about how close to hold the microphone, how loud to speak, etc.  This resulted in 
recorded data that was not as high quality as would have been ideal for a study of this type, so 
adjustments had to be made to compensate for these situations.

3.3 Analysis Procedures:
The recordings were transcribed impressionistically by the author, a native speaker of 

American English who had spent 14 months working with Anii, with some advice from Anii speakers. 
Occasionally Anii orthography was used as a guide, but since there is no set spelling and orthography 
does not always reflect pronunciation, this was never done without consulting with native speakers. 
After being transcribed, each phoneme was marked off with a TextGrid in Praat (© Aladdin Systems 
1997-2002, version 30918).    The demarcations in the TextGrid were made primarily using the 
waveform such that the first and last wave pattern that looked characteristic of the vowel were 
included in the demarcation of the vowel.  When the vowels were between voiced sounds, the 
waveform and spectrogram were used to determine where the sound pattern of the vowel began, and 
the closest zero-crossing to the beginning (or end) of the vowel waveform was used as a start (or end) 
point for the vowel.  Once the vowels had been marked off, a Praat script (see Appendix C) was run 
which measured F1, F2 and F3 (though F3 data were not used in further analyses) at 10 percent 
intervals across each vowel, and also measured the start time and end time for each vowel.  The 
program was told to detect 5 formants below 5000 Hz for male speakers and 5 formants below 5500 
Hz for female speakers.  The script was such that it stopped on each vowel so that any inappropriate 
measurements due to poor recording quality or formant tracking errors could be noted manually.

Because of the poor quality of the recordings, there were numerous errors.  In order to 
avoid using erroneous measurements while still keeping as much data as possible, a process to weed 
out the errors was used.  Since there is little if any diphthongization of vowels in Anii, the analysis 
focused on the measurements taken at 40%, 50%, 60% and 70% of each vowel, effectively 
approximating continuous measurements in the middle section of each token, to avoid issues with 
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consonant effects and formant transitions.  These measurements, treated for the filtering process as 
individual tokens, were run through computer program (see Appendix C) to mark outliers and thus 
reduce erroneous measurements.  The procedure used by the program was as follows.  First, the means 
and standard deviations for F1 and F2 for each vowel for all five measurement intervals across all 
talkers was calculated.  Using those calculations, any measurement with an F1 or F2 that was more 
than 3 standard deviations from the mean for that vowel was tagged as an outlier and ultimately 
excluded from the data set.  Overall, these procedures excluded 1.66% of the total data, reasonably 
equally distributed among all the vowels (1.33% for [i], 0.88% for [ɩ], 1.97% for [e], 1.30% for [ɛ], 
2.07% for [o], 1.38% for [ɔ], 2.77% for [u], and 2.22% for [ʊ]).

Once the outliers had been tagged as recorded above, one number for each individual 
vowel token that did not contain any tagged measurements was calculated by taking the average of all 
measurements from 30-70% in that token.  This was done for F1 and F2 so that each vowel token had 
five un-tagged measurements for F1 and five un-tagged measurements for F2.  The value for each 
token, then, was calculated to be the average of all values between 30% and 70% of the vowel, that is 
the average of five separate measurements.  In this way, the number of tokens was maximized without 
admitting faulty data to the analysis.  It is, of course, possible that good data was lost through this 
filtering process, but that should be balanced out by the lack of skewing of the data due to bad 
recording quality.  This filtering process left a total of 5768 tokens (1222 of [i], 873 of [ɩ], 585 of [e], 
470 of [ɛ], 582 of [o], 320 of [ɔ], 947 of [u], and 769 of [ʊ]).  These tokens did not include 
phonetically nasalized vowels (those following nasal consonants), which were transcribed and 
measured, but not included in any data set used for the analyses in this paper.

Using the start time and end time calculated for each vowel by the formant-measuring 
script, duration was calculated for each token.  It should be noted here, however, that Anii probably 
has a phonological length contrast in vowels, according to native speakers' opinions on spelling issues 
(though more research into finding minimal pairs is needed to determine this for certain).  To control 
for this possibility, no possible long vowels were included in the data for this paper.  Since most of the 
words in the wordlist contained only short vowels, this led to a loss of only about ten possible data 
points.  These possible long vowels are not included in the 5768 number mentioned above. 

Finally, a second Praat script (see Appendix C) was used to calculate H1-H2.  This script 
brought up a spectrum over a 15 ms Hamming window at the midpoint of each vowel and estimated 
the first and second harmonics.  The locations of these harmonics were manually checked (the script 
was written so as to stop at every token and allow for checking), and then measurements (dB values at 
the local maxima) were taken of H1 and H2, and H1-H2 calculated.  Because Praat could not provide 
measurements for all vowel tokens, different tokens were used for this section than for F1, F2 and 
duration measurements.  In this section, a total of 4937 tokens provided usable measurements (944 of 
[i], 574 of [ɩ], 582 of [e], 459 of [ɛ], 628 of [o], 281 of [ɔ], 826 of [u], and 643 of [ʊ]).

4.0 Results and Discussion:
Plots of the mean formant values for all speakers are given in Figure 3, separated out by 

male and female speakers so as to alleviate the need for normalization.  The mean formant values 
across all the male speakers are shown in the left panel, and the mean values across all the female 
speakers in the right panel.  These figures are standard F1-F2 plots with F1 on the Y axis and F2 and 
the X axis.  The vowels labeled with an 'h' at the end are [-ATR] variants of the vowels without 'h' at 
the end.  [a] and schwa as currently coded (^ in the plot) are included for reference, but not marked for 
[ATR] since their [ATR] status is unclear.  The arrows show the direction of change caused by the 
feature [ATR]
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Figure 3: Anii vowels for male (left) and female (right) speakers

As can be seen in the plot, the [+ATR] vowels have a consistently lower F1 value than 
their  [-ATR] counterparts.  These effects are consistent with what would be a predicted effect of 
expanding the pharynx cavity by advancing the root of the tongue, and is also consistent with what has 
been found in other languages.

Statistics were run on these data using R to determine whether the effects of [ATR] 
illustrated by the arrows in Figure 3 are statistically significant.  First, the F1 data was analyzed using 
a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with vowel (i e o u) and ATR (+ or -) as within-
subjects factors, gender as a between-subjects factor (since gender-based differences in vocal-tract 
length affect formant values) and F1 as the dependent variable.  

For the F1 data, there were significant main effects of gender (F(1, 15) = 39.8, p < 0.0001), 
vowel (F(3,76) = 425.7, p < 0.0001) and ATR (F(1, 21) = 405.3, p < 0.0001), as well as significant 
gender*vowel (F(3,76) = 16.9, p < 0.0001), and vowel*ATR (F(3, 81) = 38.0, p < 0.0001) 
interactions.  No other interactions were significant to the p < 0.01 level.  The gender*ATR 
interaction, however, was significant to the p < 0.05 level (F(1, 21) = 5.1, p < 0.05), which could 
indicate that vocal tract length has some limited effect on the degree of change caused by ATR.

In general, the effects of gender on F1 measurements are to be expected because of 
differing vocal tract lengths between men and women.  The significant gender*vowel interaction is 
likely also a result of the different vowel spaces caused by gender differences in vocal tract length, 
which affects vowels in different parts of the vowel space to different extents.  The vowel and ATR 
effects show that the differences shown in the plot in Figure 3, namely that high vowels are have lower 
F1 values (are higher vowels) than mid-vowels (the vowel effect), and that [+ATR] vowels are higher 
than their [-ATR] counterparts (the ATR effect), are statistically significant.  The significant 
vowel*ATR interaction suggests that while all eight vowels in question here are in fact separate from 
each other, the effect of ATR is not the same on all of them.  From the plots, this appears to be a 
matter of degree of difference rather than direction of difference.  
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To explore the vowel*ATR interaction further, post-hoc paired t-tests were run on all four 
vowel pairs in question for the F1 data.  These tests showed that each vowel pair had significant 
effects of [ATR] on F1, with the [-ATR] vowels having higher F1 values than their [+ATR] 
counterparts in all cases, as is clear in the plots in Figure 3.  The t-values are as follows: for the high 
front vowel pair [i] and [ɩ], t(28) = 9.5, p < 0.0001, for the mid-front pair [e] and [ɛ], t(28) = 15.2, p < 
0.0001, for the high back vowels [o] and [ɔ], t(28) = 7.0, p < 0.0001, and for the mid-back vowel pair 
[u] and [ʊ], t(28) = 13.3, p < 0.0001.  With regard to phonetic characteristics of the feature [ATR], 
then, it is apparent that in Anii for all four vowel pairs investigated here, [ATR] lowers F1, creating 
higher vowels.  The vowel*ATR interaction, then, must be due to the fact that the amount of change in 
F1 caused by [ATR] is not the same for each vowel though the direction and statistical significance of 
the change are the same for all pairs.

With respect to F2 data, a similar procedure was followed.  That is, a repeated measures 
ANOVA was run in R with vowel (i e o u) and ATR (+ or -) as within-subjects factors, gender as a 
between-subjects factor, and F2 as the dependent variable.  Significant main effects of gender (F(1, 15) 
= 56.6, p < 0.0001), vowel (F(3, 76) = 418.7, p < 0.0001) and ATR (F(1, 21) = 50.5, p < 0.0001) were 
found, as well as significant interactions of vowel*gender (F(3, 76) = 12.1, p < 0.0001) and 
vowel*ATR (F(3, 81) = 16.6, p < 0.0001).  There was no significant gender*ATR interaction, nor a 
significant three-way interaction.

The gender effects on F2 can be easily attributed, as for F1, to differing vocal tract lengths 
and vowel spaces, as can the vowel*gender interaction.  When looking at Figure 3, the F2 effects by 
vowel can be seen, and though they appear to be smaller than the F1 effects, most of them appear to at 
least be present.  However, in a set of post-hoc paired t-tests, the F2 difference between [-ATR] 
vowels and their [+ATR] counterparts was only significant for the high front vowels (t(28) = -4.5, p < 
0.0001), where the [+ATR] vowel had a significantly larger F2 value than its [-ATR] counterpart. 
Thus, from the current data it is apparent that [ATR] only affects F2 for the high front vowels, which 
would explain the significant vowel*ATR interaction.

The difficulty in clearly interpreting the results of the analysis of the F2 data is increased 
by the fact that there are almost certainly effects of dialect on F2 values.  Each Anii village has a fairly 
distinctive dialect, and there are four or five main dialect regions in Anii-land, as investigated in 
Morton (2008 m.s.) on the basis of lexical differences.  The present study has shown that those dialect 
regions have effects on how vowels are pronounced, and in particular on the F2 values for some of the 
[+ATR] vowels.  When the vowel data was plotted for each village separately, it was seen that some 
villages (as represented by the one or two speakers in the data set) centralize the [e] vowel, and some 
front the [u] and possibly the [o] vowels, as well.  In all the villages, however, the affect on the high 
front vowels (that the [+ATR] high front vowel has a higher F2, i.e. is fronted, when compared to its [-
ATR] counterpart) is consistent.  For [e] and the back vowels, however, the effect was less clear, with 
some villages showing fronting of [+ATR] vowels, and others backing.  Because there were only one 
or two speakers recorded in each village, and because there was no control for age or education level 
(or any other social factors) in the selection of speakers, these dialect effects on F2 cannot be fully 
investigated in this study.  For now, then, it will simply be noted that further investigation of the 
dialect differences would likely give a clearer picture of [ATR] contrasts in Anii, and in particular, 
whether ATR has a general fronting effect, a peripheralizing effect as suggested for Degema in Fulop, 
Kari and Ladefoged's 1998 study, or whether there is actually only an effect on one vowel pair as is 
suggested by the limited data used in this study.  With respect to F2 effects of ATR in Anii, then, all 
that can be said is that there is a significant effect, which in the case of the high front vowels is clearly 
fronting, but further dialectal research and a larger sample size from each village are needed to 
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determine the exact nature of the effect (if any) on 
the mid vowels and the high back vowel.  

A repeated measures ANOVA was also 
run on the vowel duration data, with vowel (i e o u) 
and ATR (+ or  -) as within-subjects factors, gender as 
a between-subjects factor, and duration as the 
dependent variable.  Since duration is something 
that is not affected by differences in vocal-tract 
length, it is unsurprising that no significant effects of 
gender were found.  Significant main effects were 
found, however, for vowel (F(3, 76) = 83.6, p < 
0.0001) and ATR (F(1, 21) = 20.2, p < 0.0001), as 
well as a significant vowel*ATR interaction (F(3, 
81) = 27.5, p < 0.0001).  There were no other 
significant interactions.

Figure 4 shows a bar graph of the 
average duration in seconds for each type of vowel. 
The main effect of vowel can be clearly seen: the 
mid-front vowels (both + and – ATR) are the longest, averaging 0.11 seconds, then the mid-back 
vowels at 0.10 seconds, followed by the high front vowels which averaged 0.08 seconds.  The high 
front vowels are different, in that they are the only pair where the average durations of the [+ATR] 
vowel is different from its [-ATR] counterpart (in this case, [ɩ] averaged only 0.07 seconds, while [i] 
had the same average duration as the mid-back vowels, 0.10 seconds.  

When post hoc paired t-tests were run on [+ATR]/[-ATR] pairs, differences in duration 
were only found to be significant for the high front vowels (t(28) = -6.5, p < 0.0001).  The significant 
main effect of [ATR], then, only applies to the high front vowels, explaining the vowel*ATR 
interaction.  This fact, that for the high front vowels only, [ATR] could be claimed to have a 
lengthening effect, may be related to acoustic correlates of [ATR], or could be a separate issue, since it 
only affects one vowel pair.  It is possible that there are also dialect issues here, so all that can be said 
for the present is that [ATR] appears to have an effect on duration with regard to the high front vowels. 
As for F2, however, the exact nature of the effect on the other vowels is not clear, so duration is not as 
strongly linked to [ATR] quality as F1 is.

Finally, a repeated measures ANOVA was also run on the H1-H2 data with vowel (i e o u) 
and ATR (+ or  -) as within-subjects factors, gender as a between-subjects factor, and H1-H2 as the 
dependent variable.  Significant main effects of gender (F(1, 14) = 35.5, p < 0.0001), vowel (F(3, 75) = 
189.4, p < 0.0001) and ATR (F(1, 22) = 59.4, p < 0.0001).  Significant vowel*gender (F(3, 75) = 6.2, p 
< 0.001) and vowel*ATR (F(3, 82) = 59.9, p < 0.0001) interactions were also found.

Since H1 and H2 are harmonics of the fundamental frequency, it is likely that the gender 
effect is due to gender-based differences in F0. This is confirmed by the graph in Figure 5 below, 
where the men and women show the same pattern, but at different levels and magnitudes.  The 
vowel*gender interaction in this case is puzzling, but could be related to the interaction between the 
harmonics and formant values as discussed below.  Since all the vowel and ATR differences shown in 
Figure 5 proved to be statistically significant, what the data show is that for the high vowels, the 
expected pattern (if Anii is assumed to be like other African languages, cf. Starwalt 2008) surfaces, i.e. 
that the [+ATR] vowels show a higher H1-H2 value than their [-ATR] counterparts.  This is what 
would be expected if the [+ATR] vowels showed a relatively greater energy concentration at the lower 

Figure 4: Average duration of Anii vowels in seconds.  
m here means [-ATR] (dark bars) and p [+ATR]  
(lighter bars).
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end of the frequency spectrum, perhaps having a breathy quality when compared to the [-ATR] 
vowels.  However, for the mid vowels, the opposite pattern was found, i.e. that the [+ATR] mid 
vowels have lower H1-H2 values than their [-ATR] counterparts.

Figure 5: Average H1-H2 values by vowel for male (left) and female (right) speakers.  Again, 'm' in the vowel name  
indicates [-ATR] (dark bars) and 'p' [+ATR] (lighter bars).

The post-hoc paired t-tests that were run showed the same patterns.  The [ATR] effects 
were significant for all pairs of vowels, but in opposite directions for the high vowel pairs (for [i]/[ɩ] 
t(28) = -10.9, p < 0.0001 and for [u]/[ʊ] t(28) = -6.6, p < 0.0001) and the mid-vowel pairs (for [e]/[ɛ] 
t(28) = 6.7, p < 0.0001 and for [o]/[ɔ] t(28) = 2.9, p < 0.01).  

This odd result could be explained by the fact that the formants for the mid vowels may be 
interacting with the harmonics.  It is likely that the Hertz value of the first formant in these vowels, 
particularly the [+ATR] vowels where F1 is lower, is near enough to the value of the second harmonic 
that the formant energy is boosting the energy of that harmonic, making it seem greater than the 
energy of the first harmonic.  This would cause measurements like those graphed in Figure 5, since if 
H2 is boosted, then H1-H2 would naturally be smaller (in this case for the [+ATR] vowels), and the 
difference going from [-ATR] to [+ATR] vowels would then also be smaller and could be in the 
'wrong' direction, as is the case here.  

This complication underscores the fact that when dealing with measures of harmonic 
energy, it is important to take into account their interaction with formant energy.  This has been 
attempted in various ways, including the A1-A2 measure that was mentioned earlier, but there seems 
to be general confusion and limited success when trying to normalize harmonic data to take formants 
into account.  Further research into Anii vowels should, however, look into more possible ways to 
normalize the H1-H2 data to see if what was found in this study is a real result or simply an artifact of 
the measurement techniques used.  A promising new technique is that suggested in Iseli, Shue and 
Alwan 2006.  Despite this difficulty, however, there does seem to be a significant effect of [ATR] on 
energy concentrations or phonation-type, which, at least in the high vowels, is in the expected 
direction from comparisons with other languages.  Therefore, H1-H2 is a fairly stable (pending further 
investigation on the mid-vowels and normalized measurements) acoustic correlate of [ATR] in Anii.
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5.0 Conclusions
In parallel with what has been found in the literature regarding cross-linguistic correlates 

of [ATR] in African languages, the two most stable [ATR] correlates found in this study for Anii are 
F1 and phonation type or spectral slope.  Both of these phonetic properties consistently and 
significantly differentiated between [+ATR] vowels and their [-ATR] counterparts.  In addition, for the 
high front vowels, the addition of [ATR] led to statistically significant differences in F2 and duration, 
though those effects were less clear for the other vowel pairs.  These results are also consistent with 
what has been found for other languages, where F2 and duration are both highly inconsistent as 
correlates of [ATR].  The apparent inconsistency in Anii, however, could also be due to dialect 
differences that have not yet been properly investigated.  It is clear, then, that while the feature [ATR] 
in Anii appears to share many acoustic properties with similar features in other African languages, it 
also shows its own idiosyncratic properties, and these findings enhance general knowledge of how 
[ATR] distinctions are maintained in African languages by adding this information about Anii.

It remains to be seen whether the extra distinctiveness of the high front vowels in Anii with 
regard to [ATR] is a phonological property, or is simply a side-effect of articulation.  This should 
become clearer with further research on the phonology of Anii.  Implementation of normalized H1-H2 
procedures would also improve understanding of spectral slope and its function in Anii vowel 
differentiation.  Further research should also include a deeper investigation of possible dialect 
differences and possibly effects of age or other social factors.  The exact status of the [a]/[ə] pair, for 
example, should become clearer with further phonological research, particularly in the dialects, and 
resolving this question is important for a more complete understanding of [ATR] in Anii.  This study, 
then, is simply a first step at investigating the sound patterns of Anii.

This study was limited with regard to the amount of data collected, the quality of the 
recording, and the current state of understanding of Anii phonology.  Future research will include a 
thorough phonological analysis of the Anii language, as well as, eventually, a more thorough 
investigation of social factors other than village of origin.  Anii is a unique language because of its 
uncertain genetic affiliation and lack of genetic relation to its neighbors.  Scholars since Heine have 
tried to study Anii, but there has until now been very little actual data about Anii available.  A better 
understanding of Anii will therefore result in a clearer understanding of the language situation in West 
Africa, and in particular the much-studied GTM language group.
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Appendix A: Wordlist (Bassila dialect)
NB: There are significant dialect differences, so the vowels in most words differed in many villages. 
1.  atsǝra agouti (bushrat)
2.  asǝna dog
3.  aʃɩrɩ hair (of the head)
4.  asuko horse
5.  buʃi oil
6.  ʧaʧa spider
7.  ʧogoto short pants
8.  gaʤa god/year
9.  gaɲəmpiri small hoe
10. giʤibɔŋɔ goodnight
11. giɲine eye
12. gɩŋʊnʊ nose
13. gʊŋɔ grass
14. gʊʧaŋkɔ door
15. gʊʧʊnʊ gut (intestine)
16. giʤe yam
17. gukulu hole
18. gʊkɔnɔ drop of blood
19. gʊɲɛ hand
20. gʊpa oil palm tree
21. giʃelu tail
22. gʊsɔ thigh
23. gɩsɔpi little thigh
24. gɩtanɩ money
25. kpogiti bucket
26. kɛkɛ bicycle
27. təkuku motorcycle
28. mpa village
29. ntsəfoi nail (fingernail)
30. ndəla cloud
31. ndi head
32. nkəwa bone
33. nkorəma toad
34. nkuro cloth
35. npoo skin
36. nʃɛ claw
37. ntonʧʊnʊ charcoal
38. nuʃile good afternoon
39. nɲɩda name
40. utsəŋkuru broom
41. ʊʧa arrowhead
42.  uʧe goat
43.  ʊlakʊ firewood (dry dead wood)
44. uɲinʧa small path
45. upi child
46. usəmpərə woman
47. uʃile day (mid tone)
48. uʃile sun (low tone)
49.  uwulpi pestle
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Appendix B: Number of tokens (for F1, F2 and duration) for each vowel broken down by talker
NB: The dialect variety as well as the process of filtering out bad data leads to different numbers for  
each talker. 
Talker ɩ ɛ ɔ ʊ [-ATR] Total i e o u [+ATR] Total Total Vowels
Bd female 31 10 6 35 82 45 28 22 42 137 217

Bd male 36 10 5 35 86 42 28 23 39 132 216

Bl female 20 22 12 20 74 42 8 24 59 133 205

Bl male 20 22 14 18 74 38 9 22 62 131 203

Bs female 24 15 27 40 106 63 21 39 81 204 308

Bs male 16 8 13 36 73 42 12 25 42 121 193

By female 37 8 10 32 87 59 36 18 30 123 218

By male 37 8 12 28 85 63 36 18 30 147 231

Dg female 38 10 12 23 83 53 28 26 37 144 225

Dg male 42 8 14 22 86 50 30 24 38 142 227

Fg female 42 10 16 28 96 28 14 22 50 114 209

Fg male 32 10 16 28 86 35 14 20 50 119 204

Gg female 29 14 21 39 103 30 8 26 47 111 213

Gg male 28 12 22 41 103 31 10 27 49 117 219

Kl female 28 12 11 28 79 33 18 37 39 127 205

Kl male 24 12 9 24 69 32 18 33 32 115 183

Kw female 40 12 14 35 101 44 14 13 14 85 185

Kw male 43 14 12 39 108 41 14 21 14 90 197

Mb female 40 18 7 22 87 62 24 19 33 138 224

Mb male 35 18 9 19 81 58 24 15 32 129 209

Ml male 39 16 15 21 91 58 27 24 35 144 234

Ny female 22 23 5 29 79 27 20 10 39 96 174

Ny male 29 25 8 31 93 30 24 11 26 91 183

Pl female 14 28 6 25 73 38 24 11 26 99 171

Pl male 18 27 5 26 76 30 24 12 26 92 167

Ps female 29 26 7 27 89 32 19 14 24 89 177

Ps male 24 30 5 25 84 30 22 15 17 84 167

Sg female 43 24 8 22 97 58 22 18 23 121 217

Sg male 29 25 12 24 90 65 26 20 33 144 235

Average: 31 16 12 28 87 43 21 22 36 122 201
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Appendix C: Scripts

Praat Script used for extracting vowel formants and duration data (modified from a script written  
by David Durian and Mary Beckman with the help of Mary Beckman):

# Extract Formants, Revision 4, by David Durian, The Ohio State University 
# Revised again Mary Beckman and Deborah Morton, The Ohio State University
# For each vowel interval selected in pre-prepared TextGrids go through and
# measure F1, F2, and F3 at the 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, and 100% 
points. This will give you the 
# measurements you need for both monophthongs and diphthongs (or so we hope), as well as track the 
# spectral characteristics of each over the course of the duration of a vowel.

form Specify the directory, utterance, and list file.
sentence dir C:\Documents and Settings\Debbie\My Documents\Anii\Dialect 

Research\Recordings\Wordlist 1\
sentence outFile C:\Documents and Settings\Debbie\My Documents\Anii\Dialect 

Research\Recordings\Wordlist 1\vowelFormants\formants.txt
sentence word 51 uwulpi

endform

# Fix the dir$ variable so that it's pointing to the right subdirectory.
dir$=dir$+word$+"\"

# Begin by making a Strings object that is the list of file names
# of files that have the extension TextGrid, and then counting them.
Create Strings as file list... fileList  'dir$'*.TextGrid
numFiles=Get number of strings

# Loop through the files ...
# for j from 1 to 'numFiles'
for j from 1 to 'numFiles'

# Determine the name of the ith file, create a variable for the 
# base part of the file name, and read in the .wav file and the 
# .TextGrid file.
select Strings fileList
fileName$=Get string... j
utt$=fileName$-".TextGrid"
Read from file... 'dir$''utt$'.wav
Read from file... 'dir$''fileName$'

# Insert a fourth tier to contain the vPoints.
Insert point tier... 4 vPoints

# Select the Sound object and the TextGrid object together and Edit
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select Sound 'utt$'
plus TextGrid 'utt$'
Edit

# Count the number of intervals in the vowel tier.
select TextGrid 'utt$'
numInts=Get number of intervals... 3

# Loop through the intervals in the vowel tier and make sure 
# you have a vowel.  If yes, then figure out which token it's 
# in and extract the formants.
for i from 1 to 'numInts'
select TextGrid 'utt$'
lab$ = Get label of interval... 3 i
if lab$ != ""

st= Get starting point... 3 i
et= Get end point... 3 i
thisWord= Get interval at time... 1 'st'
wordLab$= Get label of interval... 1 'thisWord' 
sex$=mid$(wordLab$,5,1)
if sex$ = "m"

editor TextGrid 'utt$'
Formant settings... 5000 5 0.025 30 1

endeditor
else

editor TextGrid 'utt$'
Formant settings... 5500 5 0.025 30 1

endeditor
endif

# calculate 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100% points
t01='st'+('et'-'st')*0.01
t10='st'+ ('et'-'st')*0.1
t20='st'+('et'-'st')*0.2
t30='st'+('et'-'st')*0.3
t40='st'+('et'-'st')*0.4
t50='st'+('et'-'st')*0.5
t60='st' + ('et'-'st')*0.6
t70='st'+('et'-'st')*0.7
t80='st'+('et'-'st')*0.8
t90='st'+('et'-'st')*0.90
t99='st'+('et'-'st')*0.99
Insert point... 4 't01' t01
Insert point... 4 't10' t10
Insert point... 4 't20' t20
Insert point... 4 't30' t30
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Insert point... 4 't40' t40
Insert point... 4 't60' t60  
Insert point... 4 't50' t50  
Insert point... 4 't70' t70
Insert point... 4 't80' t80
Insert point... 4 't90' t90
Insert point... 4 't99' t99
editor TextGrid 'utt$'

Select... 'st' 'et'
Zoom... 'st'-0.1 'et'+0.01
pause Confirm formant measurement points
Move cursor to... 't01'
f1t01=Get first formant
f2t01=Get second formant
f3t01=Get third formant
Move cursor to... 't10'
f1t10=Get first formant
f2t10=Get second formant
f3t10=Get third formant
Move cursor to... 't20'
f1t20=Get first formant
f2t20=Get second formant
f3t20=Get third formant
Move cursor to... 't30'
f1t30=Get first formant
f2t30=Get second formant
f3t30=Get third formant
Move cursor to... 't40'
f1t40=Get first formant
f2t40=Get second formant
f3t40=Get third formant
Move cursor to... 't50'
f1t50=Get first formant
f2t50=Get second formant
f3t50=Get third formant
Move cursor to... 't60'
f1t60=Get first formant
f2t60=Get second formant
f3t60=Get third formant
Move cursor to... 't70'
f1t70=Get first formant
f2t70=Get second formant
f3t70=Get third formant
Move cursor to... 't80'
f1t80=Get first formant
f2t80=Get second formant
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f3t80=Get third formant
Move cursor to... 't90'
f1t90=Get first formant
f2t90=Get second formant
f3t90=Get third formant
Move cursor to... 't99'
f1t99=Get first formant
f2t99=Get second formant
f3t99=Get third formant

endeditor
fileappend "'outFile$'" 

'wordLab$''tab$''lab$''tab$''st:3''tab$''et:3''tab$''f1t01:0''tab$''f2t01:0''tab$''f3t01:0''tab$''f1t10:0''tab$''f2t
10:0''tab$''f3t10:0''tab$''f1t20:0''tab$''f2t20:0''tab$''f3t20:0''tab$''f1t30:0''tab$''f2t30:0''tab$''f3t30:0''tab$
''f1t40:0''tab$''f2t40:0''tab$''f3t40:0''tab$''f1t50:0''tab$''f2t50:0''tab$''f3t50:0''tab$''f1t60:0''tab$''f2t60:0''t
ab$''f3t60:0''tab$''f1t70:0''tab$''f2t70:0''tab$''f3t70:0''tab$''f1t80:0''tab$''f2t80:0''tab$''f3t80:0''tab$''f1t90
:0''tab$''f2t90:0''tab$''f3t90:0''tab$''f1t99:0''tab$''f2t99:0''tab$''f3t99:0''newline$'

endif

# Write the TextGrid object to a TextGrid file.
select TextGrid 'utt$'
Write to text file... 'dir$''fileName$'V2
endfor

endfor

Praat Script used for extracting H1-H2 data (modified from a script written by Eunjong Kong with  
the help of Jeffrey Holliday)

# Form for specifying the example ...

form Specify the example file and its location
word dirWAV 

C:\Users\Deborah\Documents\Anii\DialectResearch\Recordings\Wordlist1\51a-uwulpi
        word dirTG C:\Users\Deborah\Documents\Anii\DialectResearch\Recordings\Wordlist1\51a-
uwulpi

word dirOut 
C:\Users\Deborah\Documents\Anii\DialectResearch\Recordings\Wordlist1\phonation

endform

resultFile$="f0H1H2"
# Read in the example and rename it to the generic utt (n.b. not the variable).

fileappend 'dirOut$'\'resultFile$'.txt 'utt$''tab$''codeLab$''tab$'
..."'vowel$'"'h1Hz:2''tab$''h1db:2''tab$''h2Hz:2''tab$''h2db:2''tab$''h1minush2:2''tab$'
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...'h1HzVowel:2''tab$''h1dbVowel:2''tab$''h2HzVowel:2''tab$''h2dbVowel:2''tab$''h1minush2Vowel:2''
tab$'
...'vBegin''tab$''vEnd''newline$'

Create Strings as file list... fileList 'dirTG$'\*.TextGrid
select Strings fileList
numStr= Get number of strings
#numStr=1

for iStr from 16 to 'numStr'
select Strings fileList
utt$= Get string... iStr
Read from file... 'dirTG$'\'utt$'
lngth=length(utt$)
newLength=lngth-9

        utt$= left$(utt$,newLength)

Read from file... 'dirWAV$'\'utt$'.wav
select Sound 'utt$'
Edit

select TextGrid 'utt$'
numInt= Get number of intervals... 3

#echo 'numInt'
 for iInt from 1 to 'numInt'

select TextGrid 'utt$'
intLabel$=Get label of interval... 3 iInt

if intLabel$=""

else
select TextGrid 'utt$'
st= Get starting point... 3 iInt
et= Get end point... 3 iInt
wordSt=st+0.0001
wordInt=Get interval at time... 1 wordSt
codeLab$=Get label of interval... 1 wordInt

#echo 'codeLab$'

vowel$= Get label of interval... 3 iInt

#echo 'vowel$'

fileappend 'dirOut$'\'resultFile$'.txt 'utt$''tab$''codeLab$''tab$'
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..."'vowel$'"'tab$'

# F0 & H1-H2

editor Sound 'utt$'
Select...  'st' 'et'
Extract windowed selection...  slice Hamming 1 yes

endeditor

lenVowel=length(vowel$)
if lenVowel=2

realVowel$=left$(vowel$,1)
vowel$=realVowel$+"h"

endif

Rename... 'codeLab$'_'vowel$'_'iInt'

# to get the harmonics: onset

select Sound 'codeLab$'_'vowel$'_'iInt'
Edit

editor Sound 'codeLab$'_'vowel$'_'iInt'
select Sound 'codeLab$'_'vowel$'_'iInt'
Extract visible pulses
Extract visible pitch contour

endeditor

select Pitch untitled
minT= Get time of minimum... st et Hertz Parabolic
minHz= Get minimum... st et Hertz Parabolic
maxT= Get time of maximum... st et Hertz Parabolic
maxHz= Get maximum... st et Hertz Parabolic

select PointProcess untitled
Rename... 'codeLab$'_'vowel$'_'iInt'

select PointProcess 'codeLab$'_'vowel$'_'iInt'
pulseBeforeIndex= Get nearest index... st

for iNum from 1 to 5
select PointProcess 'codeLab$'_'vowel$'_'iInt'

pulseBefore= Get time from index... pulseBeforeIndex
pulseAfter= Get time from index... (pulseBeforeIndex+1)

onsetPt= Get time from index... 1
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onsetPtAfter= Get time from index... 2
onsetF0=1/(onsetPtAfter-onsetPt)

f0=1/(pulseAfter-pulseBefore)
pulseBeforeIndex= pulseBeforeIndex+1

endfor

h1range= onsetF0+80

# Decide the location of the spectrum
specBegin = st+0.01
specEnd = specBegin+0.025
# extract a Sound file over the window for the spectrum

editor Sound 'utt$'
Select...  'specBegin' 'specEnd'
Extract windowed selection...  slice Hamming 1 yes

endeditor

# and make a spectrum of this extracted sound file before
To Spectrum
# converting Pa to dB in a Ltas object
To Ltas (1-to-1)
# get frequency at maximum dB around F0 in Ltas object, and then
select Ltas slice
h1Hz = Get frequency of maximum... 0 h1range None
h2Hz = Get frequency of maximum... h1Hz+50 h1Hz*2+50 None
# visually confirm that the first harmonic peak is at maxdbhz, and
# second harmonic at maxdbhz2
select Spectrum slice
Edit
editor Spectrum slice

Zoom... 0 2000
Select... h1Hz h2Hz

endeditor
pause make sure that you are picking H1 and H2 of 'cons$''vowel$' Onset
# extract dB values at each location and write to the output file along with Hz values
select Ltas slice
h1db = Get value at frequency... h1Hz Nearest
h2db = Get value at frequency... h2Hz Nearest
h1minush2 = 'h1db' - 'h2db'

fileappend 'dirOut$'\'resultFile$'.txt 'h1Hz:2''tab$''h1db:2''tab$''h2Hz:2''tab$''h2db:2''tab$'
...'h1minush2:2''tab$'

select Sound slice
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plus Spectrum slice
plus Ltas slice
plus PointProcess 'codeLab$'_'vowel$'_'iInt'
Remove

# to get the harmonics: vowel mid
vDur=et-st
vDurHalf=vDur/2
vMid=st+vDurHalf

select Sound 'utt$'

# Decide the location of the spectrum
specBeginVowel = vMid
specEndVowel = specBeginVowel+0.025
# extract a Sound file over the window for the spectrum

editor Sound 'utt$'
Select...  'specBeginVowel' 'specEndVowel'
Extract windowed selection...  slice Hamming 1 yes

endeditor

# and make a spectrum of this extracted sound file before
To Spectrum
# converting Pa to dB in a Ltas object
To Ltas (1-to-1)
# get frequency at maximum dB around F0 in Ltas object, and then
select Ltas slice
h1HzVowel = Get frequency of maximum... 0 h1range None
h2HzVowel = Get frequency of maximum... h1HzVowel+50 h1HzVowel*2+50 None
# visually confirm that the first harmonic peak is at maxdbhz, and
# second harmonic at maxdbhz2
select Spectrum slice
Edit
editor Spectrum slice

Zoom... 0 2000
Select... h1HzVowel h2HzVowel

endeditor
pause make sure that you are picking H1 and H2 of 'cons$''vowel$' vowel mid point
# extract dB values at each location and write to the output file along with Hz values
select Ltas slice
h1dbVowel = Get value at frequency... h1HzVowel Nearest
h2dbVowel = Get value at frequency... h2HzVowel Nearest
h1minush2Vowel = 'h1dbVowel' - 'h2dbVowel'
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fileappend 'dirOut$'\'resultFile$'.txt 'h1Hz:2''tab$''h1db:2''tab$''h2Hz:2''tab$''h2db:2''tab$'
...'h1minush2:2''tab$''vBegin''tab$''vEnd''newline$'

select Sound 'codeLab$'_'vowel$'_'iInt'
plus Sound slice
plus Spectrum slice
plus Ltas slice

# plus TextGrid 'codeLab$'_'vowel$'_'iInt'
# plus PointProcess 'codeLab$'_'vowel$'_'iInt'

Remove
endif
endif 

g
     endif
# endfor2
endfor
# endfor 1

select Sound 'utt$'
plus TextGrid 'utt$'
Remove
endfor

REXX script used for tagging outliers to reduce erroneous formant data (written by David Odden):

narrowness=1.7
min_formantdiff = 130
f1deltamax=239
f2deltamax=494

vstring='aeoiu'
pmeanf1.1 = 787; psdf1.1=142; pmeanf2.1=1554; psdf2.1=207
pmeanf1.2 = 460; psdf1.2= 87; pmeanf2.2=1831; psdf2.2=272
pmeanf1.3 = 500; psdf1.3=127; pmeanf2.3=1325; psdf2.3=282
pmeanf1.4 = 341; psdf1.4=140; pmeanf2.4=2105; psdf2.4=316
pmeanf1.5 = 413; psdf1.5=162; pmeanf2.5=1290; psdf2.5=428
mmeanf1.1 = 475; msdf1.1=149; mmeanf2.1=1495; msdf2.1=236
mmeanf1.2 = 593; msdf1.2=129; mmeanf2.2=1808; msdf2.2=236
mmeanf1.3 = 682; msdf1.3=146; mmeanf2.3=1329; msdf2.3=310
mmeanf1.4 = 416; msdf1.4=120; mmeanf2.4=1927; msdf2.4=340
mmeanf1.5 = 500; msdf1.5=134; mmeanf2.5=1261; msdf2.5=340

parse arg filelist 
formant_deltafile = 'fordelta.out'
formant_file ='allformants.dat'
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'del' formant_deltafile
'del' formant_file

do while lines(filelist) > 0
   infid = linein(filelist)
   do while lines(infid) > 0

iline=linein(infid)
parse value iline with idtext ' ' v ' ' start ' ' stop ' ' rest
idtext = strip(idtext)
vowel = substr(v, 1, 1)
atr = substr(v, 2, 1)
vremains = substr(v, 3)
if vremains <> '' then iterate
if atr= '' then atr = 'p'
else if atr = "'" then atr = 'm' 
else iterate
if pos(vowel, 'aeiou')<1 then iterate
village=substr(idtext,1,2)
idtext_rest = substr(idtext,3)
word_identifier_len = length(idtext_rest)-2
word_identifier = substr(idtext_rest,1,word_identifier_len)
tail = substr(idtext_rest,word_identifier_len+1)
gender = substr(tail,1,1)
token = substr(tail,2,1)
coding_properties = village word_identifier gender token vowel atr start stop 
do time = 0 to 10

            parse value rest with f1.time ' ' f2.time ' ' f3.time ' ' rest
            if (time < 4) | (time > 7) then iterate
end

       n_valid = 0
       delta_flagged = 0
       formant_flagged = 0
       f1_sum = 0
       f2_sum = 0
       f3_sum = 0
       do time = 4 to 7
           delta_report = ''
           prec=time-1

if (abs(f1.time - f1.prec) > f1deltamax) | (abs(f2.time - f2.prec) > f2deltamax) then 
delta_flagged = 1

/* flag atypical formants */
vindex = pos(vowel,vstring)
if vindex = 0 then iterate /* because this should never happen */
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if atr='p' then do
if abs(pmeanf1.vindex - f1.time) > (3*psdf1.vindex) then formant_flagged = 1
if abs(pmeanf2.vindex - f2.time) > (3*psdf2.vindex) then formant_flagged = 1

end 
else do

if abs(mmeanf1.vindex - f1.time) > (3*msdf1.vindex) then formant_flagged = 
1

if abs(mmeanf2.vindex - f2.time) > (3*msdf2.vindex) then formant_flagged = 
1

end

       end
   call lineout formant_file, coding_properties delta_flagged formant_flagged f1_sum/n_valid 
f2_sum/n_valid f3_sum/n_valid 
end
end

exit

sqrt : procedure
  arg n

  if n > 1 then
    stab = 9
  else
    stab = .9

  limit = '1e-' || ( digits() + 1 )

  do i=1 to 20 until abs( error ) < limit
    stab = (stab + ( n / stab)) / 2
    error = ( n - ( stab * stab ) ) / 2
    end

  return stab


